Your New Honda mower.......
Please note your new mower has had a PDI (Pre-delivery inspection) completed on it before leaving our
warehouse. This means that the mower was removed from the box assembled, fuelled, oiled, started and
tested as per the manufacturers requirements. The oil and fuel were then drained and the mower
repacked. The air filter has been removed for transportation purposes to avoid any residual oil in the
machine contaminating the filter.
To prepare your mower for use, please fit the air filter and cover. Please fill the machine with the correct
level of oil (SAE30 oil which is supplied in the box) as per the manual and also Unleaded fuel. Please also
ensure that the fuel tap is turned on. This is located on the right of the engine as you stand in front of the
mower and look at the front. There is a sticker on the side of the engine to indicate the correct position of
the fuel tap.

Fit the Air filter from the bottom, clicking into position on top

Make sure the fuel tap is on

DO NOT TIP THE MOWER ON ITS SIDES!
If you want access underneath the machine to clean it you need to tip the mower backwards towards it’s
handles. If you tip it on it’s side, you will either flood the exhaust with oil and cause it to smoke heavily or
you will contaminate it’s air filter and will stop the machine from working. If you do tip it on it’s sides and
cause either of the two scenarios above, it is not covered by the warranty.

Warranty
You will have been provided with a warranty book which has been placed in the box with the instruction
booklet. This will have been filled out by us (if applicable) and the registration page removed to enable us
to register the machine to activate it for warranty on Honda’s online warranty registration system.
Please read the instruction manual and warranty book carefully to ensure that you are aware of the
correct use of the mower and all of the warranty conditions. You machine warranty will be subject to a
specified service schedule with your nearest Honda service agent. Details of the schedule will be laid out
in the warranty book and you can find the details of the nearest agent by visiting Honda’s website.
Thank you for making your purchase from Garden Machines and we wish you many seasons of happy
mowing!

